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Minutes ASSC Meeting, March 29 2013

Present:

Sylke Boyd, Matt Johnson, Zak Forde, LeAnn Dean, Jim Hall, Lisa Harris

Guest Mike Cihak

1. Minutes 2-14 2013, 1-22-2013 and endorsement for the active class room transformation were voted and accepted by the committee by e-mail after the meeting.

2. Mike Cihak and Roger Boleman reported on the availability of life-streaming video since 1997. Mostly, this is used for athletic events, but includes also lectures, convocations, TAFS and other campus events. The group broadcasts about 85 events per year. There are currently 4 networks operating, including ITV, internet phone, SHOT and others. ITech put together a network providing life streaming on campus. The link is somewhat hidden, under Top page- New and Event- bottom on the page- Morris on Demand. The files currently are using flash player, and are not searchable. They are in need of organization, hence the ITech group is looking into alternative distributors. Athletics and families of players are one of the driving forces. Several alternatives were discussed, with their pros and cons. Those included CALTERA, YouTube channels, and video in Moodle. The goal would be to have a one-stop public channel, with searchable academic and non-academic content, allowing life and archived streaming that provides output for mobile devices and desktop devices. Caltera is restricted to academic content. Some discussion on the possibility for a charge for athletic viewing ensued.

3. Jim Hall reported on the results of the 2013 campus audit. The report is attached.

4. The meeting on April 29 was canceled.

Respectfully submitted by Sylke Boyd, September 25, 2013

Attachments:

1. Agenda
Committee Members:

Sylke Boyd      Fac
Joel Eisinger    Fac
Joe Beaver      Fac
Matt Johnson    PA
Rose Murphy     USA
Zak Forde       Stu
Alex Kies       Stu
LeAnn Dean     exoff
Jim Hall        exoff
Roger Boleman  exoff
Lisa Harris    exoff

Guest: Mike Cihak

1. Minutes 2-14-2013
2. Votes on minutes 1-22-2013 by e-mail
3. Vote on endorsement for active classroom transformation
4. Report on new video streaming technology on campus, Mike Cihak and Roger Boleman
5. Other business
6. Next meeting: April 29, 4-5 pm
Morris control chart from 2007 audit:

Morris draft control chart from current audit: